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ROSSMOOR-RESIDENT
OWNED BUSINESSES
In the name of being neighborly and staying local, don't miss
this feature that highlights a neighbor who owns a business ?
owned local, so we can support local.
By Cathy L ar son

Gr een St r eet
Int er ior s
Owner , Judy Kl abouch
My mouth dropped when I walked
into Green Street Interiors at 10660
Los Alamitos Blvd for the first time
in January of this year. The
showroom is elegant yet comfortable,
full without being cluttered,
brimming with an energy that both
inspires creativity and welcomes a
visitor to sit and stay a while. I guess
that?s what we?d all expect when

walking into an established,
successful 40-year-old decorating
business. But this one is run by two
of our own ? the Klabouch
mother-daughter duo: Judy (owner)
and Karen (her youngest daughter,
head designer, buyer, and manager).
What I didn?t expect was to walk into
their home for our interview in
January and feel like I was walking

into a second showroom. Entering, I
was immediately struck by the
juxtaposition of textures, textiles,
color, and style. While mint-green
and white cabbage rose wallpaper
adorn the kitchen and dining room
walls, white jacquard pom pom
curtains separate this space from the
family room ? a beautiful fabric that
reminded me of my mom's 1970?s
bedspread. In the kitchen, masterfully
paired with the curtains and
wallpaper, are timeless, classic, white
subway backsplash tiles, shabby chic
blue-painted cabinets, and a glass
chandelier. I guess the eclectic decor
and beauty shouldn?t have surprised
me ? that?s what they do. And they
do it exceptionally well.
Judy and Karen both credit the
previous generations of women in
their family for their natural design,
decor, and coordinating talents. Judy
regaled me with stories of her mom
and grandmother designing ?by the
seat of their pants,? tearing up
couches to reupholster them ?just for
fun.? Without any formal training,
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Judy has always done the same
thanks to their family?s ?artsy gene?
that has been passed down through
the generations. Just like the women
before her, when Judy?s kids were
little, she coordinated and decorated
her own home with garage sale finds,
a good old-fashioned can of paint,
and visits to the local fabric stores.
She created for her young family a
true home, making her own drapes,
lampshades, and even a coffee table
fashioned from an old door.
Because Judy has such an eye for
design, when her friends would stop
by for a visit or playdate, they?d ask
her to ?make your mark? on their
homes. In 1977, she finally decided
to open up a storefront to turn this
hobby into something more official
? or as official as the original Los
Alamitos Post Office, an old
400-square-foot dilapidated building,
could offer.
She laughs now when she tells stories
about this condemned building on
Green Avenue behind the old pawn
shop ? where Enchanted Florist is
now on Los Alamitos Blvd. Funny
stories like having to turn off the
window air conditioner when the
phone rang, so she could hear the
customer above the racket. And how
this street was the inspiration for the
business name, only she liked the
sound of ?Street? better than
?Avenue.?
She started her business with
wallpaper and blinds. Then she added
carpet. Then customers started
wanting consulting. This little hobby
quickly outgrew its small space, and
two years after hanging her shingle,
she expanded to the retail center that
houses Boondocks. She didn?t have a
showroom but was quickly
4
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KarenKlabouch(left) andJudyKlabouch(right)
discovering she needed one. So
within just a few years of the move,
she expanded again, taking over the
entire ground floor of the center save
for the bar.
Then in 2008, she moved again to her
current location in the Los Alamitos
Plaza where she has built an
extravagant and beautiful and dreamy
furniture showroom. Walk into this
space and you?ll find anything you
could ever want in a design firm:
accessories, gifts ready for purchase,
design services for homes,
businesses, and even wineries,
custom furniture, window treatments,
new construction coordination, paint.
And you can get these services for
any budget. Need help for an
out-of-town location? No worries ?
they can help there, too.
For forty-two years Judy has been a
business owner, a female business
owner at that, raising three kids as a
single parent, during a time when
people used to call and ask, ?May I
speak to the man in charge? and

she?d answer, ?You?re speaking to
him.? She is the epitome of grit and
hustle.
But how did the business end up in
Rossmoor when Judy is Compton
born and bred?
I learned within minutes of our time
together that Judy is a Rossmoor
treasure, deserving of a feature in our
?Rossmoor Archives,? as well as the
?Rossmoor-Resident Owned
Businesses.? Sit down and get
comfortable, this is the rest of her
story.
Judy describes Compton as ?the
Rossmoor of the time.? A city
considered ?the place to live.? She
graduated from Compton High
School, sharing with me her pride in
being a majorette and winning
multiple awards during her time
there. I felt her enthusiasm and pride
for that small, close knit community
? a feeling and energy she learned
early and brought with her to
Rossmoor.

While getting on with her life,
studying sociology at Long Beach
State to be a probation officer,
getting married, and moving to
Huntington Beach, her mom, Eileen
Hampton, was getting on with
building Rossmoor; Eileen was the
original real estate broker in the
neighborhood, owning De
Benedicitis Realty.
Eileen sold Judy her first Rossmoor
home in 1971 after Judy fell in love
with the trees. Judy?s first house was
on Kensington: a Brittany Gardens.
Because it?s what she does, she
remodeled this original Cortese
home by adding on an 800 sq. ft.
family room with a fireplace. In
1976, when she set out to sell this
first home, buyers were awed by the
remodel. They?d never seen
anything like it, as she was the first
Rossmoor homeowner to do such a
thing. She ended up selling this
home for more than any other home
had been sold in the neighborhood at
that time: $120,000. She
repeated this another three
times, moving next to Oak Leaf
then Walker Lee and eventually
Tucker, where she still lives
today ? an Estates, remodeled,
of course.

thing,? as well.
She gives back to this community as
much as she receives. She is a
founding board member for Casa

almost $150,000 for this same
organization. She is also a member
of the Los Alamitos Chamber of
Commerce, National Charity
League, Rotary Club, Soroptimist,
and We Care. Additionally, if you
need support to raise money for your
nonprofit, partner with Green Street
Interiors for one night during the
holidays and receive 20% of the
evening?s sales for your nonprofit?s
coffers.
I asked her before leaving about any
retirement plans. She told me, ?I
love the people. I love the office. I
love the activity. I can?t imagine not
doing what I love. I?ll retire when
the paramedics carry me out feet
first.?

Youth Shelter and has served twice
as its president, chairing their big
fundraiser five times over the years.
Her annual Texas Hold ?Em Poker
Party, hosted in her backyard for the
past fourteen years, has raised

Now that?s one great exit plan ?
one I guarantee she'll handle with
impeccable style.
For more information, you can
contact Green Street Interiors at
562-598-8694 or
juditheklabouch@gmail.com.

Judy raised her three kids in
Rossmoor: Kim, Don, and
Karen who all attended
Hopkinson, Oak and Los
Alamitos High School. Then
her three kids passed down their
love of Rossmoor to their own
children who also attended the
same three schools. Rossmoor
for Judy is truly ?a family
thing.?
But it?s also ?a neighborhood
5

On t he
Gr ound
in Ro s s mo o r

FREEWAY
PROJECTS AFFECT
ROSSMOOR
By Th e RHA Boar d of Dir ect or s

An increase in noise, soot and air emissions are issues
affecting Rossmoor from one end to the other, a problem
that is likely to grow worse over time without some
concerted effort by the community.
The homeowners along Ruth Elaine and Tigertail say
noise and pollution from the 405 expansion has grown
significantly over the year, as traffic has moved closer
and mature trees removed.
Meanwhile, Caltrans has finalized environmental
documents for a $40 million redesign of the 605
interchange at Katella, which will also bring traffic
closer to homes and reduce the greenspace along the
road.
In both cases, the Rossmoor Homeowners Association
has been pushing Caltrans and the Orange County
Transportation Authority to come up with solutions,
though so far they are resisting making any changes in
their plans.
In the case of the 405, RHA has examined the settlement
agreement that Caltrans reached with Seal Beach, in
which it agreed to pour $1.6 million into a new Almond
Ave. sound wall and make other significant
improvements in the city. It came after Seal Beach sued
Caltrans.
By contrast, Rossmoor has been complaining about the
quality of the sound wall along our southern border for
several years without any result.
When Caltrans conducted its environmental impact
studies, it elected to not improve the existing outdated
6
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sound wall, which has a 12-foot high masonry base and a
4-foot steel extension at the top. Caltran?s Sacramento
engineering staff decided that the structure could be
analyzed for environmental purposes the same as a
16-foot masonry sound wall.
RHA believes that design clearly does not provide the
same sound protection as a full scale sound wall. And
residents say the noise in their backyards has increased
so much that they can no longer spend time out there. A
petition with more than 100 signatures, gathered by a
Ruth Elaine resident, was submitted to Caltrans with no
impact.
RHA continues to work with our elected representative
to reverse that decision, along with writing a series of
letters raising objections to the environmental analysis.
The second problem along Katella will happen at some
point in the future. Caltrans wants to take about 12 feet
of the park way along the south side of the street for lane
expansion, a bike path and a road shoulder.
Exactly how the $40 million is supposed to improve
transportation is anybody?s guess. The existing
meandering sidewalk serves the few pedestrians and
bicyclists well. The bike and sidewalk after the project
will still dead end at the 605 freeway, so its utility will
not improve.
The entire project threatens to slow traffic on Katella
around the interchange, while it clears traffic exiting
faster. Here is a case of a freeway organization that
optimizes their mission without regard to the impact on

local highways.
RHA has just asked Caltrans to build a new
brick-faced sound wall along Katella if they go
forward with their decision to exercise option 2 of
their environmental analysis.
If Rossmoor were a city, it would have the resources
to file suit on these two problems, just as Seal Beach
successfully did. No matter where you live in
Rossmoor, you are not immune to these kinds of
impacts: increased air traffic over our community;
freeway construction; street sweeping fines; new
housing in nearby cities that will increase local traffic
or many other impacts.
Rossmoor needs an engaged, active and strong civic
community. In decades past, volunteerism was much
stronger. RHA is the vehicle to a robust and
powerful civic community, but we are a volunteer
organization and only as strong as the community at
large. Every homeowner?s support of RHA is critical.

A fewof themany2018 DogParadeentrants.
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Why AYSO?
AYSO Region 159, serving the communities of Los
Alamitos, Rossmoor and Seal Beach, is celebrating its
40th year of providing World Class Soccer to the
KIDS of our communities in 2019.
Chartered in February of 1979, Region 159 has been a
leader in what have become the guiding philosophies
of AYSO, in support of our KIDS Playing Soccer and
HAVING FUN:
VISIT W W W.ROSSMOORFESTIVAL.COM

SUNDAY, MAY 5TH
We are looking forward to another great festival this year, and
our annual event is now just around the corner.
As in the past, the Rossmoor Community Festival will include:
-

Food vendors and trucks
Rides for kids of all ages
A wide variety of booths
Local entertainment
The Classic Car Show
Our famous Dog Parade
And entertainment for the entire family

FUN FOR KIDS
New rides and old favorites will be there this year: The Euro
Bungee Trampoline, Dual Lane Giant Slide, Lazer Tag Maze,
various bounce houses, and games.
AND BACK BY POPULAR REQUEST
The Petting Zoo
Trackless Train Ride
ANY DOG LOVERS?
Come and check out the dog rescue organization booths and
others selling items for your pets ? before the Dog Parade.

AND FINALLY ... THANKS TO ALL OUR SPONSORS
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-

Good Sportsmanship,
Open Registration,
Balanced Teams,
Everyone Plays,
Positive Coaching, and
Player Development.

Over the years, the parents, players and families have
changed, but the purpose of AYSO remains STRONG
and is continuing to be led by ALL OF US as
Volunteers: parent coaches & team leaders, family
referees & field personnel.
All of the families who have passed through AYSO
over the past 40 years have memories of their kids
playing soccer: learning, making friends and
HAVING FUN! What is exciting to observe these past
few years is the players of years past now
participating with their children and grandchildren.
We have three generations of AYSO families on the
fields today in Region 159.
Much had changed and electronic devices ?hover?
over our kids today; but on game day, it?s about
passing the ball and having the after-match snack!
Please continue to share the soccer experience and
join the 2017-2018 Section 11 Region of the Year.
Check the website for fall registration.
Let?s PLAY SOCCER!

9

Our Rossmoor Fict ion Wr it ing Cont est

For nine,
almost-consecutive years, Rossmoor residents have
captivated our imaginations with fictional stories about
Rossmoor and Rossmoor characters who have fallen in
love, returned from war, discovered new friendships,
uncovered Ross Cortese?s dead body or buried treasure,
and recounted the backstory of our street names.
The years 2009 to 2018 have given rise to budding
writers, and creativity has meandered our neighborhood
boulevards. This year the Rossmoor Homeowners
Association is proud to continue our popular Fiction
Writing Contest ? the ninth in our almost-annual, yearly
contest.
Time to dust off your typewriters, dig into your
imagination, clear a space in your favorite writing
corner, and put your stories to paper. The contest is open
to any Rossmoor resident with a yarn to spin and a tale
begging to be told. Don?t think you have to be a
professional writer to enter ? simply let your
imagination loose and see where it takes you.
Topic Requirements: Entries should have a Rossmoor
theme of some type: either placed in Rossmoor or about
characters who come from Rossmoor.
Will this year's winning story be about a crooked
government official who approves a dangerous bridge
10
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serving Rossmoor residents in exchange for a bribe? Or
about the challenge of a big match for a Rossmoor youth
on one of our parks?soccer fields? Or perhaps about a
soldier serving his country far from home and dreaming
back to his days in Rossmoor? Or maybe even a thriller
with a nod to The DaVinci Code, outlining the meaning
behind Rossmoor?s quirks?
The winner of the contest will receive a $200 VISA gift
card from this year?s sponsor (to be determined) and all
writers will have their stories published on the RHA
website. The runner-up will win a $100 gift certificate,
and the author of the third-place story will get a $50 gift
certificate ? both from local eateries. Even if you don't
win, it's bound to be challenging and fun, and all entrants
will be invited to an RHA-sponsored beverage and
appetizer event sometime this summer.

Directions:
-

Entries can be no longer than 1,000 words.
Open to residents age 16 ? 116.
This year's deadline is July 1.
Submit your stories through the website at
www.Our Rossmoor.com/fictioncontest or by
regular mail to: RHA Fiction Writing Contest,
? Rossmoor Homeowners Association,
P.O. Box 5058, Rossmoor, CA 90721-5058.

If you have questions about the contest, send them to
Cathy Larson at Cathy@OurRossmoor.com.

Rossmoor Cares
This month the RHA is introducing our next new Our
Rossmoor feature ? Rossmoor Cares.

Both organizations raise funds through these events that
benefit our community.

It's time to recognize the philanthropy of our neighbors.
Countless numbers of Rossmoor residents from Ruth
Elaine to Yellowtail donate countless hours to community
nonprofits, raising funds, awareness, and opportunity for
those less fortunate.

In addition to local events, we'd like to share your
volunteer stories. Send them to Cathy@OurRossmoor.com
to be featured in an upcoming issue.

This month we are highlighting two upcoming events:
-

TicketsAvailableat theDoor

From the Heart Fundraiser ? We Care
Spring Garden Tour ? Rossmoor Women's Club

The self-guided tour will include five diverse gardens and
outdoor living spaces. Also included will be an outdoor
marketplace featuring a variety of vendors, food trucks,
and speakers from the UC Master Gardener Program. A
?Friendship Garden? will be selling plants, succulent
wreaths, May baskets, and craft items created by club
members.
Visit the website or local participating businesses to
purchase tickets for $15. Tickets can also be purchased the
day of the tour at the outdoor market site in Rush Park.
All net proceeds from the event support organizations
throughout north OC and Long Beach. The club provides
scholarships for Los Al High School students, as well as,
filling a variety of needs at organizations, including
Precious Life Shelter, Casa Youth Center, Bethune
Transitional Center, Ronald McDonald House, Food
Finders, LB Veterans Hospital, Joint Forces Training Base,
We Care, Fix Long Beach and many more.
The Rossmoor Woman?s Club is a 501c(3) non-profit.

We Care, located in Los Alamitos since 1989, is a
non-profit, community-based organization that pools the
resources of the community to meet the emergency needs
of families and individuals. We Care provides temporary
assistance with food, utility and rental assistance, DMV
fees, and personal care items. Serving Northwest Orange
County cities of Los Alamitos, Seal Beach, Rossmoor,
Cypress, Fountain Valley, and Stanton.
11

The
Rossmoor
Ar chives
Dear Rossmoor,
I moved away from Rossmoor in the
1980s when I left to attend a
university up the coast, yet I still
consider Rossmoor my home.
Every trip home to Rossmoor floods
me with good memories.
Entering Rossmoor always feels a
bit like an embrace. The curving and
sometimes beguiling streets of
Rossmoor act immediately as a
baffle that dampens the stress of the
journey. Soon I am smiling, visiting
with family and friends and relaxing
around the same antique furniture I
grew up with. More new homes
have appeared on my street. The
families I grew up with have grown
up, and many have sold their
Plymouth models, purchased in the
1960?s for $28,000, for,
incredulously, around a million
dollars. The new owners engage one
of the local builders, and soon
there?s a larger home on the block. I
admire the recent trend of attractive,
one-story homes.
During a recent visit, I thought
12
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DEAR
ROSSMOOR
By Don " Ch ip" Lu bach , one of our own

about the businesses
that surround and
support Rossmoor.
Even as I marvel at
the scale and
diversity of the new
restaurants and retail, I miss the
businesses of my childhood. I look
for Fio Ritos, and I want to see ?big
Al? at the liquor store so he can sell
me a candy bar. I recall entering
Michael?s Market on a hot day and
feeling the refrigerated air as we
lazily browsed the aisles.
On the other side of Rossmoor, I
walk down Bradbury to the 76
station and recall ghosts of the 60's
and 70's: the liquor store, Career
Academy of Beauty ? where I got
my hair cut for pennies and fell in
love with each and every student
because I was a boy and they were
older and smelled like a mixture of
hair products ? dry-cleaners,
Winchell?s donut shop, and Taco
Bell. I spent more than one summer
day on a diet of tacos and donuts.
Standing on the end of the current
row of chain retail stores, I reach the
four-way stop sign. Crossing, I am
flooded with bowling memories.
The Rossmoor Bowl was a haven
for 70?s Rossmoor children.
Nevermind that it was filled with

cigarette smoke, it had pinball
machines and some of the world?s
first video games. I played Pong and
Asteroids there while a line of kids
behind me waited their turn, lining
up quarters to hold their spots.
When Rossmoor Elementary was
paid a visit by ?The Big Chief,? a
traveling personality and ?expert?
on native American culture, his talks
would end with ?I?ll see you kids at
the bowling ally!? This meant that
bowling was free for the afternoon,
and we were each gifted a paper hat
with a feather sticking out of the
band. I never made the connection
between the Big Chief and the
Brunswick corporation as a kid.
Nevertheless, I sure loved bowling
with the Big Chief.
The bowling alley eventually led to
The Boston Store, a regional chain
that had many years of success in
Southern California. They extended
this success to me when I was hired
for one of my first jobs as the
vacuum and shipping clerk. I spent
my first paycheck on a cassette
player, so I could vacuum those
square miles while listening to
music. I had friends in all
departments and of all ages. I
remember them well and still feel
lucky for one of my first work

experiences. And what fun it was to
work near the loading dock,
wrapping up packages to mail
around the country. I remember this
job whenever I wrap a gift or ship a
package.
Thrifty Drug Store and Radioshack
were other great places to loiter. I
loved claiming a free battery each
month and dreamed about owning
my own stereo some day. These
were the days when a triple ice
cream at Thrifty?s was 15 cents. I
don?t recall ordering a single or a
double ? it was always a triple, and
it was long gone by the time I
arrived at the Fox Theater. With
pockets full of candy and half the
kid population of Rossmoor, we?d
catch the weekend matinee which
sometimes included a magician
before the screening. There were
few adults in the audience, and a

rowdy audience would invariably
force the projectionist to shut down
the film until we promised to
behave. The walk home would
require a stop at the big window of
the bakery where a cake decorator
would treat us to a
Charley-in-the-Chocolate-Factory
display of her craft while we pressed
out noses against the glass for a
close view of frosting and sprinkles.
I even remember Kress ? a great
five-and-dime style store.
At several points during any day in
the Rossmoor Center, there was
some sort of chase or encounter with
a surly guard named George. George
was terrifying and delightful. I don?t
think he found any of us delightful. I
hope they paid him well.
What made Rossmoor, and my
childhood, most memorable was the
independence I felt. Any kid old

enough to bicycle, or even walk,
would leave home on a Saturday
and often not return until the street
lights turned on.
As a kid, I knew nothing about real
estate values, good locations, and
other forms of adult decision
making. If I had known, I would
have thanked my parents every day
for listening to the Brick Family. At
Mr. Brick?s urging, my parents
moved from West Covina to
Weatherby Road in 1964. This move
set me and my sisters up for a
childhood that was among the most
privileged in the world.
So thank you to all of the modern
parents of Rossmoor who have done
this for their children. If you have a
kid who wants to take off on
Saturday to bike to the shopping
center ? let ?em go to make their
own good memories.

The RHA will hold it's annual election in May, and is currently accepting
nominations from RHA members for this year's elections.
If you are an RHA member and interested in running for a position on the RHA
Board, please contact us via our website (https://OurRossmoor.com/contact) or
attend the April 16th Board meeting and ask to be included on this year's
ballot.
This year's ballot will be finalized at the April meeting.
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Puzzl e Page
The rules of Sudoku are simple: using only
the numbers 1 through 9, complete the grid so
that no number is repeated in any row,
column or sub-grid.
Have fun with these easy (left) and medium
(right) difficulty Sudoku puzzles.
(Solutions on page 21)
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"ROSSMOOR SECRETS"
Enjoy another installment of Rossmoor fiction, this one from our 2018 contest.
By K evin Cimar usti

"ALEX YOUNGER IS NOT HIS REAL NAME ... THAT'S JUST A LITTLE SECRET."
Alex Younger has a BIG
secret.
Alex Younger has lived in
Rossmoor for over 20
years, and teaches at one
of the local schools...but
that's not his secret.
Alex Younger is not his
real name...that's just a
little secret.
Alex Younger shares a
connection with 15 people
who tragically died in
front of him...that's part of
his secret.
Alex Younger looks 60
years old, but is really 242
years old...and that's a
BIG secret.
Alex Younger is a rare and
unique individual who can
absorb the remaining
years from someone who
dies in very close
proximity before their
natural time. Alex is not a
superhero, he cannot

16
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control this ability, he
cannot turn it off. Alex
does not consider it a
gift....in fact it has become
quite a handicap.
Depending on how many
years Alex absorbs at a
time, his physical
appearance will change
based on net age. If Alex
looks 50 years old, and
someone tragically dies 30
years ahead of their
natural time, Alex will
physically become 20
years old.
Alex has been a baby
three times in his life.
Alex has been a teenager 6
times in his life. As you
might guess, Alex has had
to change his name and
move, or in cases where
he becomes very young,
he is adopted and raised
by a new family. With
today's identification
techniques, this becomes
harder and harder for Alex

to keep his secret, and
Alex expects to have to
move to a very obscure
town, or foreign country if
he has an event where he
absorbs a large amount of
years.
Alex thought he was alone
in the world, but an
unplanned trip to the
hospital revealed that he
was not completely
unique. As Alex was
attempting to get out of
the hospital before he
became awash with new
years from a patient's
untimely death, Alex met
an elderly man who
looked otherwise healthy,
but was suspiciously
hanging around the
Emergency Room. Alex
held back the anxiety of
being in a room so full of
people possibly on their
way to meet their maker,
staying just long enough
to capture a brief glimpse

of relief, or was it guilt, on
the face of the elderly man
as a potentially fatal
accident victim was
wheeled through the ER.
There was something else
in the face of the elderly
man...something familiar
to Alex...the look of
internal conflict. The
elderly man was trying to
decide how much longer
he would live off of the
years of those whose lives
were cut short.
Alex realized he was not
alone in the world with his
ability. That if there was
one, there were probably
more. There was a
purpose to his ability. Life
had found a way. Life was
energy, and as Einstein
stated: Energy cannot be
created or destroyed, only
transferred. When death
pushed life out, life would
seek a new venue where
life was weak or absent,

appearing to some, as a
miracle. Failing that, life
would find Alex, or one of
his equals.

could die, naturally or
tragically. Today, he would
get an answer to one of
those questions.

steered left and impacted
with an approaching
construction truck, which
left Alex at a dead stop.

After many years, that
child has grown up, and
today is a teacher in their
hometown of Rossmoor.

Alex had decided to
become a teacher when he
had lived over 100 years.
Although he would relive
his toddler years, he would
retain all the knowledge he
would accumulate over the
decades, and what better
way to pass it along other
than to the young, open
minds in a classroom.
Surrounding himself with
youth was invigorating,
and offered a little
sunshine from the ever
present cloud of death.

Alex never realized when
he woke up that this would
be a day like no other in
his long life. He did
nothing different today...he
ate breakfast, avoided the
always depressing daily
news, and happily headed
to work. Driving along
Foster Road, as he
approached his school, it
happened, that life
changing moment that fate
had picked for him. A
young boy, maybe 5 or 6
years old escaped his
mother's hand, darted out
between the parked cars,
and into the street, right in
front of Alex's
approaching car. Alex had
no time to think, all his
knowledge and experience
overridden by instinct, he

Alex felt something he had
never felt before, it was
death pushing its way into
him, trying to push life
out, but life was resisting,
it was searching.
Witnesses became rescuers
and quickly pulled Alex
from his car, but they
could all see it was too
late. The mother of the
young, unhurt boy was
closest to Alex, and with
his last effort, Alex
reached out to
her...touched her, and life
once again found a way.

Maybe you have met this
individual, or sat near
them at a restaurant at the
Shops at Rossmoor.
Maybe they were a
classmate at Lee
Elementary, or maybe they
were your teacher when
you attended Oak Middle
school. Maybe they are the
person you see every
morning walking on Foster
Road, the street that marks
the beginning of their
existence, who gives you a
big wave of hello...your
wisdom filled neighbor, or
your best friend with great
stories, or maybe they are
your younger brother or
sister, but did you know....

Alex had often wondered
what would happen if he
absorbed more years than
his physical appearance
would allow. Would he
disappear? Would his
ability reject it? Alex
would also wonder if he

It would be several weeks
before that mother would
realize that she was
carrying a new child. She
would never realize the
connection between her
child and Alex Younger.

They have a BIG secret.
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"An angel in r ossmoor "
The last, but not least, of our 2018 Rossmoor fiction for your enjoyment.
By K aren Gar dner

"'THAT WAS KINDA COOL,' I SAID. 'GENTLEMEN, I THINK WE WERE JUST
FIRST-HAND TO WITNESSES TO HISTORY.'"
The score was 5 to 5 in the 9th
inning and the Angel?s pitching was
crap as usual. They had a big lead
and lost it all in half an inning.
Typical Anaheim boys of summer
stinking to high heaven in the 90
degree sun. The bullpen was active
with whomever was going to be
called on next to save, or rather hold.
I see Parker warming up. I don?t
know who that little skinny one is
warming up next to him. Probably a
last minute trade from Loserville. I
hate paying $10.00 for a rubbery hot
dog when the Angels lose.
Last pitch for the current weakling.
It?s a ball of course. The enemy gets
a leisurely walk to first base as the
coach picks up the phone in the
dugout for a new pitcher. Bases
loaded. Two outs. We?re about to
lose again. This hot dog sucks. The
skinny little one is making his way
out the gate. The staff rolls the gate
partially open as the crowd seated
near the gate starts making a weird

murmuring sound. Then the next
section starts making the same
sound. They?re collectively gasping
and pointing at the new pitcher like
he?s got a snake crawling up his
back. Then I get a glimpse of what?s
approaching the mound. It?s a girl.
No. Way. In. Hell. It?s a girl! The
crowd is either moaning, in silent
shock, or cheering. Actually the
only ones cheering are a smidgen of
females looking euphoric as if
they?re cheering on their own
daughter. That?s perfect! Just when
you think they can?t make any more
pitching mistakes, they top
themselves. The entire stadium is on
its feet, but no one is making a sound
as she begins her warm up throws.
Mike Scioscia, the Angel?s manager,
is staring at her from the bottom of
the bill of his cap. The entire team
looks nervous. The score board is
showing no background on her so
the people around me are frantically
tapping on their phones, hoping
Google can make sense out of this

horrific mess. They start shouting
their search results out loud. It?s
some girl from a town called
Rossmoor. What? Where?s that? It?s
Los Alamitos. Yeah, it says here she
went to high school at Los Alamitos
High. Graduated in 2014.
?This is a man?s game!? a nearby fan
shouted as he rested his hands on his
beer belly.
?Go home honey!? shouted another.
?Shut up!? snapped a woman in
front of him. ?You don?t even know
if she?s good or not yet!?
?Yeah, right,? he replied under his
breath.
She started her wind up literally in
slow motion. She gradually stretched
her arm in back of her and then
slowly brought it forward, barely
releasing the ball so it only fell a few
feet in front of her. She then slowly
folded her body in half in front of
her still standing on one leg like a
19

ballerina imitating a flamingo, then
slowly folded up again like a
flamingo imitating a ballerina. The
ball didn?t even make it half way to
the catcher. We all stood in stunned
silence. Was this a joke?
She did it again. Still in slow
motion, but this time the ball went a
little farther.
She did it again. A bit faster, and a
bit farther. She was now making it
about three quarters of the way to
the catcher, who just squatted behind
home plate letting the balls just roll
to a stop on the grass.
She did it again. Her movement was
almost at normal speed. The pitch
was still slow, but this time she
made it in the catcher?s mitt. There
was a smattering of applause.
She did it again. This time it was
fast and her body motions now
looked like a rubber band flinging
back and forth as she released the
ball. It was weird. Like a
combination of baseball, modern
dance and yoga.
She nodded to the umpire that she
was ready to go.
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The batter walked up, chuckling as
he lifted the bat behind his shoulder.
Her slow pitching was just like
batting practice. He?ll hit it right out
of the park. She?s about to make
history. The first woman to pitch in
the Bigs and she?s going to throw a
50 mile an hour estrogen bomb that
he?ll smack to kingdom come.
Stupidest team in history.
She did it again. This time she let it
all go. She was at full speed flinging
her body in that rubber band motion
like a Cirque du Soleil acrobat. The
ball went so fast it looked like it was
sucked into the catcher?s mitt. The
batter?s smirk turned to shock as he
watched the ball dive past him. The
scoreboard showed it was 90 MPH.
?Strike!? the umpire gulped.
Mike Scioscia grinned.
She did it again. ?Strike two!? the
umpire yelled.
The batter was no longer chuckling
and was anxious in his stance.
She did it again. ?Strike three!? the
umpire shouted as he motioned that
the batter was out.

There was a high pitched cacophony
coming from the stands. It was
mostly women, Angel?s fans and
opposing team fans alike, yelling
and jumping.
No one was sure what to make of it.
She stopped three runs from coming
in so now we get another chance
with extra innings. I liked that part,
but how long could she last in this
sport? Was this a fluke? A
sideshow? A fleeting moment in
history? A door opened?
I turned and looked at a few guys
around me and smiled. ?That was
kind of cool,? I said. ?Gentlemen, I
think we were just first-hand
witnesses to history.?
They nodded and smiled as we all
started clapping a hesitant tribute.
?Ok, ok, let?s go, Angels!? I
shouted. The fans started a tentative
clap and then as it sunk in, the
acknowledgment escalated into an
emotional roar. Everyone was
high-fiving friends and strangers
alike.
I continued eating the best hot dog
I?d ever tasted in my life.

LOGIC PUZZLE
ANSW ERS

Inevitably, and regrettably, a few mistakes are
made in our neighborhood publication. To ensure
all our facts are as straight as we can get them,
we want to make sure to print any corrections or
retractions as they are brought to our attention.
In the Winter 2019 issue, the "Board Member Bio"
feature mentioned that we had interviewed "a
retired army captain." We were referring to Milt
Houghton, and he is actually a retired Lieutenant
Colonel.
We apologize for the error.

Impor t ant Number s

RHA Boar d of Dir ect or s

Los Alamitos USD ... 562-799-4700

President ... Ralph Vartabedian

OC Library (Rossmoor) ... 562-430-1048

1st Vice President ... Cathy Larson

Hazardous Waste Disposal ... 714-834-6752

2nd Vice President ... Marian Last

County of Orange ... 855-886-5400

Secretar y and eCommunications ... Art Remnet

US Post Office (Los Alamitos) ... 562-594-0286

Treasurer ... Gary Stewart

CR& R (Trash) ... 800-826-9677

Emer gency Preparedness ... Rhonda Boggess

SCE (Electricity) ... 800-798-7723

Neighbor hood Watch ... Dorothy Fitzgerald

SOCAL Gas ... 800-427-2200

Community Standar ds ... Dorothy Fitzgerald

Golden State Water ... 800-999-4033

M ember ship ... Everett Knell

Rossmoor/Los Alamitos Sewer ... 562-431-2223

L AUSD L iaison ... Milt Houghton

OC 2nd District Supervisor ... 714-834-3220

Community Festival M ember ... GeorgLyn Seligman

RCSD ... 562-430-3707

Community Relations ... Beverley Houghton

CHP (Non-Emergency) ... 714-892-4426

Rossmoor Recycles ... Francisco Alonso

Sheriff (Non-Emergency) ... 714-647-7000

Director ... Pei-Pei Kelman

OC Fire (Non-Emergency) ... 714-289-3725

Student Representative ... Mollie Monson

RHA ... 562-799-1401

Student Representative ... Hannah Mancinelli
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On t he Hunt

Let 's Support Our Neighbors

Last issue we introduced another new feature in the
Our Rossmoor quarterly publication.
Because we want to build something that has value,
meaning, and a neighborhood feel, we have added
"The Rossmoor Ar chives."
This month, Don "Chip" Lubach volunteered to write
for us memories from his childhood. It's a beautiful
piece that walks you right down memory lane into
original businesses that surrounded Rossmoor in the
early days. You aren't going to want to miss this.
But to make this feature work, we need your help.
Send us whatever you have from the past:
-

Personal stories
Scanned documents
Original floorplans
Pictures
Historical facts

We want it all. We want you to look forward each
quarter to more Rossmoor history, legend, lore, and
storytelling ? and we can't do it without you.
It's up to us to capture Rossmoor 's story for posterity.
Are you in? If so, please contact Cathy Larson at
Cathy@OurRossmoor.com or (562) 243-7971.
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Rossmoor - r esident
owned businesses
In each of the past three issues, we have
highlighted a Rossmoor-resident owned
business as part of our effort to build a
neighborhood that finds support from each
other. This issue is no different.
As we continue this feature, we want to make
sure you don't forget those who have come
before. When buying local, don't forget to
frequent our neighbors' businesses.

Pr eviousl y f eat ur ed:
PREP Kitchen Essentials
Beyond Bella
Burnett Engraving

RHA Our Rossmoor St af f
Editor ... Cathy Larson
Assistant Editor ... Art Remnet
Our Rossmoor is the one and only official publication of
the Rossmoor Homeowners Association (RHA) ? a
non-profit community association celebrating 61 years
of exceptional living.
Our Rossmoor is published four times a year and
distributed to all Rossmoor residences.

Adver t ising
Contact ... Cathy Larson
Email ... Cathy@OurRossmoor.com
Phone ... 562-243-7971
RHA is not responsible for any advertisers' business claim,
practice, and/or performance. RHA has not investigated
any of the advertisers, and their placement in this
publication is a paid advertisement, not an endorsement of
their service and/or products by RHA.
All opinions expressed in articles are made by the
individual authors and do not constitute the option of the
RHA Board of Directors unless expressly noted otherwise.

f eedback.ideas.submissions.
Have feedback, ideas, or submissions? We are always
happy to hear from you ? this is your newsletter.
Call or email Cathy Larson (see above).

RHA Cont act Inf or mat ion
Email ... info@OurRossmoor.com
Telephone ... 562-799-1401
M ail ... PO Box 5058, Rossmoor, CA 90721-5058

This is the 2019 Spring Issue, Volume LXIV, Issue 2
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